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Abstract- An imperative part has been shown by the system of office monitoring. It eases the 
work and makes it modest. Subsystems such as door-access, heating, lighting, biometric and 
buzzer contains these systems. The real time data is collected by sensors from atmosphere. 
The ESP32 microcontroller is accompanied by sensors. The output is obtained as the data is 
progressed. When a threshold value is marked by the system, then components that are 
connected with controller such as bulb, fan and buzzer will begin to work as soon as 
threshold value is marked by system.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The documentation is made easy and communication is done in real time by using a system 
of office monitoring. Intelligent office monitoring system includes door-access, enlightening, 
biometric, reinvigoration and heating for saving the energy and satisfaction of employees is 
promoted by this[1]. The office functions are combined and is associated to managing of 
information by using the modern history of office monitoring beginning with copy machine 
and a typewriter. Office monitoring system in today’s era is defined as a term referring not 
only to computerization of tasks but also to the process of converting information to an 
electronic form as well. A positive impact on “bottom line over a period of time” has been 
seen of use of automation or effective communication in an organisation’s output.  A plenty 
of time is devoted by most of the people in offices. The environment in an office should be 
kept leisurely [2][3]–[5]. A life of various customers and employees are connected in an 
office, empowering and increasing an ability of remaining connected. By the association of 
corporal limitations, a complex and viable concentrations on creativity and innovation are 
developed. Through a structure administration system or building automation, i.e. heating, 
lighting and various other tasks are done. An automation system is built by amending 
operation of resident ease and building systems actively and a drop in functioning costs and 
energy feasting and efficacies life cycle progressed. The major objective of a building 
segment includes global energy feasting. The ease, productivity and safety is optimized by a 
smart building by collection and analysis of sensor data in a logic way. A number of 
composite  mechanical devices are contained in modern buildings[6].  

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

This paper presents the solution for an office monitoring system by using servo motor, R307 
fingerprint sensor, LDR sensor, MQ2 gas sensor, humidity and DHT11 temperature sensor, 
5v 4-channel interface and relay having ESP32 microcontroller which has Arduino code 
embedded into it. Arduino coding is used by Arduino software for monitoring the office. 
Arduino software is used for Arduino coding to monitor the office, display the output in serial 
monitor and send the sensed data to the Android Application which can be monitored by 
manager & security people. 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 
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Fig. 1 Circuit Diagram 

 

Fig. 2 Design Architecture 
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Fig. 3 Dataflow Diagram 

 

 

 

IV. RESULT 

 

 

In the above figure 4, the status of the office will be closed. The fingerprint sensor will be 
waiting to get the authentication to open the office. 
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In the above figure 5 shows that after authenticating the person’s i.e. Employee or Manager, 
the door will open and the motion sensor detects the presence of the person and all the lights 
and Fan will ON. Inside the office we have used LDR Sensor and MQ2 Gas Sensor. If there 
is a chance of getting any short circuits inside the office the buzzer will be ON and the 
notification and email will be sent to the security people and manager as fire or smoke 
detected. 
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